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ABSTRACT

NUPEC has been planning the ultimate strength test of Pre-stressed Concrete Containment
Vessel (PCCV). The test model is 1/4 uniform scale model of Japan actual PCCV. It involves an
equipment hatch, several penetrations and liner with T-anchors. The ancillary test for the PCCV
test was conducted, in which friction coefficient of hoop tendon was evaluated by tensile force
distribution using the same tendon as that of 1/4 PCCV model.

Tendon will be in plastic region under internal pressure above 3.5 times design pressure (Pd)
and surface characteristic of tendon and the resultant friction coefficient will be changed. In the
present paper, tendon friction coefficient in the plastic region was obtained by evaluating plastic
region data of tendon in the ancillary test. The validity of the obtained friction coefficient was
confirmed by the tendon elongation data.

In addition to the formally developed elastic region friction coefficient, the obtained plastic
region correlation was incorporated into ABAQUS Ver.5.6. The effect of tendon tensile force
distribution change on structural behavior up to 3.8 Pd was evaluated.

NOMENCLATURE

a,b,c,d,e,f : Constants of friction coefficient correlation
A : Tendon cross section area
E : Young's modulus
Ep : Equivalent young's modulus in the plastic region
1 : Total elongation of tendon
lc : Elongation of elastic part of tendon
lp : Elongation of plastic part of tendon
L : Total tendon length
lx : Tendon length from 6=0 to x
P : Tensile force along tendon
P0 :P at loading end
Pe : Elastic limit load
Pd : Design pressure
Pref. '• Reference loading load = 453 kN
R : Torus radius of sheath
x : Circumferential angle of tendon plastic region
6 : Circumferential angle from loading end
8S : Tendon setting loss angle
JJ. : Elastic region friction coefficient
|J.c : Constant friction coefficient
My : Elastic region friction coefficient at 0=JT

| i ' e, : Friction coefficient at 9=7t for P0<P,.
U i : Plastic region friction coefficient at 6=x

1. INTRODUCTION

NUPEC has been planning the ultimate structural integrity test of PCCV, simulating severe
accident condition, in cooperation with USNRC. The objectives are to evaluate structural
behavior of PCCV subjected to inner pressure beyond design basis condition and to enhance the
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predictive capability of structural analysis up to containment failure. The test model is 1/4
uniform scale model of Japan actual PCCV in which design pressure is 0.393 MPa. It involves an
equipment hatch, several penetrations and liner with T-anchors as shown in Fig. 1. The
pressurization process is achieved by supplying nitrogen to the test model.

The ancillary test for the PCCV test was conducted in order to evaluate the friction
coefficient of hoop tendon using the same tendon as that of 1/4 PCCV model as shown in Fig. 2.
In the former paper(1), an empirical friction correlation was obtained based on these data as a
function of loading end load and circumferential angle within the elastic limit of tendon, as
follows.

where,

(2)
a = 1 - bit-en2 Q\

And tendon tensile force distribution was given by the following equation.

P = .
(4)

The validity of the above correlation was confirmed by using total tendon elongation data.
The above correlation was incorporated into ABAQUS Ver. 5.5. The ABAQUS analysis was

conducted up to 2.5 times design pressure (Pd). The results using Eqs.(l) and (4) were compared
with the results of analysis using constant friction coefficient. The correlation provided higher
internal pressure to cause initial concrete cracking compared with constant friction case. This was
due to the smaller friction coefficient in the vicinity of loading-end region in Eqs.(l) and (4) and
the resultant larger compression force of tendon.

When PCCV is subjected to inner pressure above 3.5 Pd, tendon will become plastic. As a
result, surface roughness is changed so that tendon friction coefficient becomes different from
that in elastic region. Actually, in the above-mentioned ancillary test, tendon elongation in
plastic region showed different trend from that in elastic region. Therefore, in the present paper,
tendon friction coefficient in plastic region was developed based on the measured data of tensile
force in the plastic region. The obtained correlation as well as the elastic region friction
coefficient was incorporated into ABAQUSVer. 5.6. An analysis was conducted by using a partial
analysis model up to 3.7 Pd, focusing on the effect of tendon tensile force distribution on
concrete cracking and liner and rebar yieldings.

2. DERIVATION OF EMPIRICAL CORRELATION OF TENDON FRICTION COEFFICIENT IN
PLASTIC REGION

The elongation characteristics of tendon exhibited different trend above around 500 kN
loading end load as shown in Fig. 3. This was due to partial plastic deformation of tendon, since
elastic limit load of the tendon was 494 kN. However, the slope of elongation versus loading end
load above 500 kN became rather smaller and not larger. This suggested the increase in tendon
friction coefficient associated with the change of surface roughness of tendon resulting from
plastic deformation of tendon. In this section an empirical tendon friction coefficient in plastic
region was derived by using the ancillary test data.

The plastic region of tendon extends from the loading-end load when loading end load Po

exceeds an elastic limit load of tendon Pe in the above-mentioned ancillary test. The plastic
region angle x is defined as an angle location where tensile force equals to Pe as shown in Fig.4. A
friction coefficient ^ at anti-loading end (6=TC) for P0

>Pe is given by the following equation.

Vel- x (P0>Pe) (5)
The value of |i.'eb using the measured value of anti-loading end load PK, was almost constant

and was 0.22 forPe <P0 < 546 kN (the maximum loading end load in the ancillary test), as shown
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in Fig. 5. Tendon tensile force distribution in elastic region for x < 0 2s n is given by the following

equation, utilizing Eq. (1).

P =Poexp l-\i'JaQ +bQ2 + cQ3) \ (x < 6<; n)
I V ') (6)

Thus, the plastic region angle x satisfies the following equation,
( )

( )

The above cubic equation on x has only one solution for a given set of the above parameters.
Friction coefficient |ip at 8=x for Po >Pe is defined by the following equation.

Ppi- x ( 8 )

The circumferential angle dependency of tendon tensile force distribution from 8=0 to 0=x is
expressed as follows, assuming the same dependency as that in elastic region of tendon.

P=Pocxp l-npl(a'Q+b'Q2+c'Q3)
(9)

where
a' = 1 - bx - ex2, b' - b, c' - c / j Q\

In order to evaluate the validity of the present correlation, measured data of total tendon
elongation in the plastic region was utilized, as shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, the initial looseness
of tendon observed less than 100 kN was corrected. Besides, the elongation of the straight part of
tendon outside of test section was eliminated in the data, assuming no friction. In eliminating the
elongation in the straight part of loading end load side for Po > Pe, the measured data of stress-
strain curve of the tendon was used.

The total tendon elongation / is expressed by the sum of plastic elongation/p from 0=0 to 0=x
and elastic elongation le from 0=x to 0=n.

le is expressed as follows, using Eq.(7).

92 + c63)L/6
(12)

/p is expressed by the sum of the maximum elastic elongation and plastic elongation, as follows

, -PeRx

I ^ e x p l-\i'el(a& +b&2 + c63) \dB

\
o (13)

,where Ep is an equivalent average Young's modules for Pe < P < Pmax (546 kN). The present
correlation well predicted the test data as shown in Fig. 6 and the validity of the correlation was
confirmed.

3. ANALYSIS

TheABAQUS Ver.5.6 analysis model simulated one hoop tendon modeled by beam element,
the corresponding sheath defined by pipe element, concrete modeled by solid element, liner
modeled by shell element, and rebars and vertical tendons defined by rebar inside solid element, as
shown in Fig.7. The present friction coefficient correlation was applied between pipe element and
beam element as friction coefficient. The concrete geometry of buttress portion was correctly
simulated. However, straight part of tendon inside buttress was not simulated taking into account
the simplicity of the analysis. The analysis model had 91 nodes in hoop direction, 4 nodes in
radial direction and 3 nodes in vertical direction. The material properties to be used was actually
measured values except sheath materials. Table 1 shows a summary of the property value.

In order to simulate a setting loss of tendon as an initial condition of pressurization of 1/4
PCCVtest, tendon was prestressed with the prescribed value of 453 kN and then loosed to the
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experimental value of 394 kN. Change of tendon tensile force distribution during pressurization
process after setting condition was assumed, as shown in Fig. 8. The tensile force distribution for
0<9^9 s (setting loss angle) is given by Eq. (2) with 0S =0 and P0=Pb> while t n e tensile force
distribution for 8s<8^7t is given by Eq.(2) with PO=PC. As for vertical tendon, initial stress of 1.4

kN/mm2 corresponding to the setting condition, was imposed.
Figure 9 shows tendon tensile force distribution for various internal pressures. The distribution

had their maximum at setting loss angle location. When internal pressure was imposed, the
increase in the tensile force in the vicinity of the anti-loading end became large.

Figure 10 shows concrete cracking and yielding regions for various internal pressures.
Concrete began to crack from the anti-loading end side under 2.0 Pd condition. The concrete
cracking extended to the whole region under 3.0 Pd condition and as a result liner began to yield.
Liner yielding extended to the half region in the anti-loading end side under 3.5 Pd and extended
to the whole region under 3.7 Pd condition. Both inside and outside rebars began to yield in the
vicinity of anti-loading end under 3.5 Pd condition. Tendon began to yield at setting loss angle,
where tensile force was maximum, under 3.5 Pd condition. The yielding extended to the half of
loading end side. Figure 11 shows frictional force per unit length to evaluate the mechanism of
change of tendon tensile force distribution shape. This figure clearly demonstrated that the
reduction of friction force around 3K/4 under 2.0 Pd condition caused the increase of tensile force
in the vicinity of the anti-loading region (A). This corresponded the concrete cracking region in
Fig. 10. Since concrete cracking extended to the whole region, the friction force reduced in the
whole region under 3.0 Pd condition. Under 3.5 Pd condition, the friction force from 7i/2 to %,
except buttress region, reduced slightly which corresponded to the liner yielding region (B).
Tendon also yielded at this pressure. Under 3.7 Pd condition, the friction force around 3n/4
reduced (C), which corresponded to the region of rebar yielding.

In summary, the change of material stiffness associated with yielding or cracking affected the
change of shape of tendon tensile force distribution. That is, reduction of stiffness caused larger
outward displacement and smaller compression force from tendon to sheath. As a result, the
friction force became smaller and tendon tensile force became larger.

4. CONCLUSION

When PCCV is subjected to inner pressure above 3.5 Pd, tendon will become plastic. As a
result, surface roughness is changed so that tendon friction coefficient becomes different from
that in elastic region. A tendon friction coefficient correlation in plastic region was developed
based on the ancillary test data of tensile force in the plastic region. The validity of the
correlation was confirmed by comparing tendon elongation estimated by the present correlation
with the measured one.

The obtained correlation as well as the formally developed elastic region friction coefficient
was incorporated into ABAQUS Ver. 5.6. A partial analysis model was analyzed up to 3.7 Pd
condition focusing on the effect of tendon tensile force distribution on concrete cracking and
other materials yielding. The increase in the tensile force in the anti-loading end region became
larger comparing with that in the loading end. This was due to frictional force distribution change
in the anti-loading end region. The change of material stiffness associated with yielding or
cracking affected the change of tendon tensile force distribution.
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Fig.6 Total tendon elongation forP0>Pe

Table 1 Summary of material property

Number of nodes
Hoop diiectbn : 91 nodes
Radius direction : 4nodes
Vertical direction : 3 nodes rcbar rcbar

A-A'cross section

Material

Concrete
Tendon
Rebar
Linear
Sheath

Young's
modulus

(MPa)
2.70x10"
1.94x10'
1.85x10'
2.19xlO5

1.92xl05

Poisson's
ratio

0.18
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Yielding
stress
(MPa)
3.59

1.47xlOJ

459.
377.

-

* Tensile strength
Fig. 7 Analysis modeling of ABAQUS for 1/4 PCCV test
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Fig.11 Friction force between tendon and sheath

Fig. 10 Concrete cracking and yielding region for various loading condition
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